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Introduction
The process of drilling oil and gas wells is a non-reproducible nonlinear stochastic-chaotic process that evolves over time. This process functions under conditions of uncertainty in terms of parameters and structure of the object. Since such a system evolves over time, it is always open, that is, it exchanges energy, information, and matter with external environment. New temporal, spatial or functional structures may emerge within it. For example, the structure of design of a drill string is fractal. This means that the preceding fractal (one candle of a drill pipe) can exist without the next pipe, but not vice versa. That is why solving the problems on control over a dynamic process of deepening a well requires a global energoinformational approach, which includes consideration of the formation of structure of the model of a drill string and mathematical apparatus of synergetic theory of information.
The mode of operation of any drilling rig depends mainly on the stability and strength of the fractals of a drill string. The loss of stability of the straight section of the column leads to a deflection in the well, which in turn leads to its unsuitability.
In the process of deepening a well, a drill string is exposed to complex loads. Loads occur as a result of the simultaneous action of axial stresses of stretching and compression, as well as and torsion and bending. Part of these loads acts permanently, another part changes over time. The randomness of loads on the drill string is associated with possible longitudinal and torsional oscillations of the rock-crushing tool, as well as with a change in the geological conditions of drilling and other factors [1] .
Longitudinal and torsional oscillations of the drill string occur simultaneously due to irregularity of the downhole of the well and rolling of the toothed surface of the bit cutters along the downhole. Longitudinal oscillations by their intensity are commensurate with torsional oscillations. However, the theory of torsional oscillations of a drill string has been studied to a lesser extent than that of longitudinal oscillations [2] . Technological models are not suitable for solving the tasks on automated control over the process of drilling. For this purpose, cybernetic mathematical models are required.
Thus, one of the relevant trends in the field of well drilling automation is to study modeling of the dynamics of drilling columns as elements of automation system.
ANALYSIS OF AMPLITUDE-PHASE FUNCTIONS OF THE DRILL STRING AS A COMPONENT OF AUTOMATION SYSTEM V . K r o p y v n y t s k a

Literature review and problem statement
Studies into drilling string dynamics are focused on computer simulation of the oscillations of bit rotation of a rotating drill string [3] and analysis of torsional oscillations of the column [4] , which lead to the loss of stability in the motion of a column and to breaking its strength [5] . In this case, one of the most common assumptions is imposing the constraints on the magnitude of column deformation during modeling [6] , which leads to the linearization of the mathematical model. Another assumption on the models of drill columns is limiting the degrees of freedom in column deformation; that is, there are separate studies into components of complex spatial deformation [7, 8] . All this leads to the limitation of mathematical models of drilling columns and significantly narrows understanding of the actual processes that occur in the system "drill string -borehole". Main attention is paid to the construction of models for longitudinal and torsional oscillations of a drill string [9, 10] . The equation of longitudinal oscillations of the stretched part of the drill string takes the form [10] ( )
where E is the Young modulus; S is the cross-sectional area of pipes; m 1 is the mass per unit length of pipes; U is the vertical motion of the bit; p(x, t) is the external longitudinal load; The problem on torsional oscillations is identical to the previous one, which is why equation of torsional oscillations has a similar structure ( )
where G is the module of the second kind; I d is the torque of inertia of cross section of the column; θ is the turning angle of the column cross; ( ) , m x t is the intensity of the external torque (bit -borehole);
is the moment of inertia per unit length of pipe; γ is the weight per unit length of pipe.
In paper [11] , based on profound theoretical research, authors constructed a nonlinear mathematical model of spatial deformation of the rotating column, with respect to finiteness of deformation. In addition to the transverse oscillations of the column that occur in two planes Oxz and Oyz, the authors considered a longitudinal shift of cross section along the column axis z.
Components of displacements U(x, y, z, t), V(x, y, z, t), W(x, y, z, t) of the column, which is regarded as an oscillating rod, were obtained in the following form: (1) where u(z, t), v(z, t) are the displacements of the center of bend of cross section along axes x and y as a result of bending, w(z, t) is the translational displacement along the z axis.
In order to develop a mathematical model, they used the variation principle by Ostrogradsky-Hamilton, which made it possible to obtain equations for the potential energy of the rod ( ) 4 4
and kinetic energy with respect to the drill string rotation
where
is the shear modulus; I x , I y are the axial moments of inertia; I xy is the centrifugal moment of inertia.
However, displacements of bending cross-section along the axes x, y, translational displacement along the z axis, axial moments of inertia I x , I y , centrifugal moment of inertia I xy are not measured magnitudes in real time. This does not allow us to apply equations (2), (3) to measure potential and kinetic energy of the column online and use them the for problems on control.
In addition, results of the simulation were verified by the author only for the column with a length of 150 m with constant cross-section, whereas cross-section of drill columns with a length, for example, of 4,500 m, is a variable magnitude.
All the above-mentioned limit the possibilities of employing known technological models and significantly narrows understanding of the realism of the processes that are simulated in the system "drill string -borehole" [12] . This is due to the fact that it is impossible to describe by determined methods effect of a large number of various factors that influence the processes in the well and complicate the motion of a column [13, 14] . It should be noted that well drilling at present employs diamond bits with a pass per one bit up to 6,000 m [15, 16] . When drilling with diamond bits PDC, oscillations of the column are significantly reduced [17] , but the more important in this case are such factors as ( ) [19] , and others. However, the issues of modeling a drill string require more detailed studies. That is why it is a promising task to solve a problem on improving the description of the motion of a column in the system "drill string -borehole." It is applied in optimization problems on control process over drilling oil and gas wells based on an energoinformational approach. The main focus in this case should be on studying the amplitude-phase characteristics of a drill string depending on the depth of the well. In particular, it is necessary to employ amplitude-phase characteristics for the mathematical substantiation of the automated system of control over drilling under online mode.
The aim and objectives of the study
The aim of present study is to model dynamics of drilling columns as elements of the automation system. This will make it possible to solve the task on automated control over a well drilling process depending on the structure of the drill string, change in the geological conditions of drilling, and other factors.
To accomplish the set aim, the following tasks have been formulated:
-to determine amplitude-phase function of a drill string for the effort, which it transmits to the well bottom while drilling with immersed engines, when the drill string is not rotating; -to analyze dynamic modes when deepening a well as the control object based on the synergetic theory of information.
Analysis of dynamic properties of the drill string with the downward translational motion
Control over a rotary drilling process is executed by selecting and maintaining three basic parameters that characterize drilling mode: axial effort for bit, frequency of its rotation and the volume of washing fluid. In most cases, control is carried out by increasing or decreasing axial force on the bit that is passed through the column of drill pipes and sometimes by changing the volume of washing fluid.
While deepening a well, the drill string is set not only in rotational motion, but also in the downward translational motion. In this case, it operates under the influence of both static and dynamic loads -the force of its own weight, the reaction of well, friction force, the effort of feed, torque, centrifugal forces. Under their influence the column undergoes mechanical stresses and elastic deformations, which are transmitted along the length of the column not instantaneously but at some delay, due to the translational motion.
The dynamic scheme of a drilling rig shows a modeled scheme of the drill string in the form of a rod (Fig. 1 ). Given this, the assumption for longitudinal oscillations and translational motion can be formulated as:
-drilling is performed using an immersed engine (a turbodrill, an electric drill); -a vertical section of the well is considered; -mechanical drilling speed at the well bottom also has two components -constant V and variable  ; V -constant components of effort at the well bottom F and of mechanical drilling speed V are determined from known formulae of the balance of forces:
where G is the weight of the drill string; fr F is the force of friction; f F is the effort of feed; k f is the coefficient of proportionality;
-forces of friction of the drill string against borehole walls and the washing fluid are evenly distributed along the length of the column and are the functions of speed of the translational motion of column; -losses caused by the longitudinal deformation of column are proportional to the efforts that create deformation.
When drilling with immersed engines (screw engines, electric drills), when the column is immovable, these assumptions are valid for vertical wells with a depth of 2,000-3,000 m [20] .
Note that dependence (5) of mechanical drilling speed on axial effort is nonlinear. That is why coefficient of proportionality k п =var. Diagrams of informational models for the relation between mechanical drilling speed with axial effort and polynomial model for coefficient k when drilling a well by the electric drill E215-8 with a roller cone bit to a depth of 2,300 m are shown in Fig. 2, 3 , respectively. To construct informational dependences, we used a sample of data obtained as a result of passive observation of the process of deepening the well RG-801D. We registered the following while deepening the well: axial load on the bit, temperature of the drilling solution, pass per bit, time T of drilling 1 m of rock, speed of bit rotation. Equations of the considered models take the form (Table 1) .
In order to determine statistical characteristics of fluctuations in axial effort F(t) at manual and automated control, we shall use experimental data obtained during operation of the system Autodriller [21] . The process of drilling was at a depth of 2,400 m, with the 8 1/2" diamond bits РDС in the region of Entre Lomas.
By employing the MathCad software, we shall construct dependence charts of F(t) at manual ( 
. Dependence chart of F(t) at automated control
Properties of random signals F(t) will be described employing concepts of the theory of probability and mathematical statistics (Table 2) . The equation of autocorrelation function at manual and automated control was obtained using the software CurveExpert.
Thus, the equation of autocorrelation function for axial effort F at manual control takes the following form: Find a transfer function of the forming filter and split it into real and imaginary parts in order to construct APC of the forming filter using the MathCad software (Fig. 6) Fig. 7 . APC chart of the forming filter for axial effort F at automated control
Under the influence of variable component of the axial effort, each element of the drill string will create longitudinal oscillations, which lead to the loss of dynamic stability of the drill string. The loss of the dynamic stability of the drill string leads to the premature failure of pipes, damage to bit and machinery of the drilling rig.
In paper [9] , authors examined conditions for the violation of dynamic stability for the case when the magnitude of the axial effort to a bit is very small compared to the weight of the column. However, the cases when the pressed section of a column is quite large require some clarification. This is due to the fact that the pressed section of a column even at small length in statics loses stability and twists in a spiral. In this case, the pressed section of a drill string has no its own frequency of oscillations and does not alter the shape of its bend at a change in the speed of rotation. Oscillations in the system are caused by a reverse positive link. It exists only at the stretched section of the drill string. In addition, the longitudinal rigidity of the stretched and compressed sections of the column is different, which is why the column is no longer homogeneous.
Under condition of disregarding the forces of friction and losses from elastic deformations, elements of the drill string can be described by the following system of equations [2] : ( 6 ) (7) where  x F is the variable component of effort in the column cross-section ;
jω is a complex variable; ω is the frequency;  x V is the variable component of mechanical drilling speed; m is the mass per unit length of the column; E is the Young modulus; (EF) is the rigidity of the column cross-section; x is the variable distance from the bit to any point of the drill string.
Upon differentiation of equations (6) and (7) for x, we obtain:
By solving a system of equations (8) and (9) 
where  F is the variable component of axial effort on the well bottom, which is equal to  , It follows from equations (10), (11) that at any point along the axis of the drill string effort  The first vector of the incident wave with an increase in x rotates counterclockwise. The second vector of the reflected wave rotates clockwise. If the count of the current coordinate is performed not from the well bottom, but from the beginning of the drill string (x=l k -l, where l k is the length of the drill string), then equations (10), (11) at l k →∞ will take the following form:
where l is the current value of coordinate l=l k -х. It follows from equations (12), (13) that the drill column whose length is l k →∞ lacks the reflected wave.
Theoretically, vectors of effort  In order to qualitatively assess the impact of these factors on the character of motion of the drill string, we shall record equations (6) and (7) by analogy to equations for electric chain with distributed parameters [14] :
where  (14), (15) (16), (17) will be written in the following form:
Taking the ratio (18), (19), we shall obtain wave resistance of drill string:
Thus, at l k →∞, ratio of vector  l F to vector  l V in any drill string cross-section is equal to wave resistance. This means that if such a drill string is cut and the part that remained and has a certain length is used to perform drilling under conditions when
there will be no reflected wave. Such a mode of operation of the drill string and deepening process is the most favorable, since in this case, due to damping the properties of the well bottom, the reflected wave would be fully attenuated with its energy being used only for useful work.
However, ensuring the equality of transfer coefficient k п of the set "well bottom -bit" of wave resistance of drill string z 10 for rocks with different physical-mechanical and abrasive properties is almost impossible. This is due to the fact that even when drilling in homogeneous rocks with F=const and ω=const coefficient k п =var owing to the wear of bit. That is why there is almost always a reflected wave. Reflected wave reaches the upper end of the drill string and APFects performance of the drive of a drilling rig feed as a generator of harmonic oscillations.
In this case, such characteristic modes of drill string operation are possible:
-lower end of the drill string is fixed ( = 0; V =  0 V ); -lower end of the drill string is free ( 0; F =  k п =0). For the first case, at =  0, V equations (11) and (12) take the following form: 0.5 .
Magnitude at =  0 V will be denoted as z 0k and called resistance of the column when its end is fixed. Based on the analysis of possible modes of drill string operation, one can formulate the following recommendations for improving conditions of work.
The most unfavorable mode in terms of levels of mechanical stresses in the column is the one at which ≈  0. V When drilling in hard rocks, especially when using a blunt roller cone bit, at k п →∞ and →  0, V it is appropriate to apply the cushion subs [10] , which makes it possible to significantly reduce level of the reflected wave from mechanical stresses. Reflected wave of mechanical stresses is always present in the drill string [24] . Reflected wave APFects the mechanism of feeding a drilling rig. To create conditions that contribute to damping the longitudinal oscillations, it is required that the feed drive has absolutely soft mechanical characteristics n=f(M). This ensures the independence of effort from the feed speed. This means that the feed effort, which is set by the drive, will remain unchanged, or will change by the assigned law, regardless of the speed of motion of the upper end of a drill string. Now we shall determine the amplitude-phase function (APF) of the drill string for effort F, transmitted by it.
To do this, we shall apply equation (16), accepting that and x=l k .
Then the feed effort at the beginning of the column will equal to
Next, we shall derive APF of the drill string from equation (29) (31)
In the case of α in expression (29) for the constant attenuation being zero, then (32) where ρ is the degree of consistency in parameters of the drill string with parameters of the link "bit -rock", ρ=z 1с /k п ; τ d is the lag in transfer influences
APF (32) can be represented as the sum of the real and imaginary parts 
Expression (33) can be considered as the equation of amplitude-phase characteristic W( jω), assigned in the parametric form in the system of coordinates P DC (ω) and jQ DC (ω). The role of a third variable (parameter) belongs to frequency ω.
Expression for amplitude-frequency characteristic А DC (ω) can be derived from equation
Expression for the phase-amplitude characteristic is derived from formula
Thus, APF of the drill string for effort is determined by length of the column l k , constant of attenuation time δ 1 , wave resistance z 10 , proportionality coefficient k п .
It follows from equation (32) that APF, and, therefore, dynamic properties of the drill string, largely depend on the degree of consistency between parameters of the column and parameters of the link "bit -rock". In particular, if ρ≈0, which is matched with k п ≈∞, then APF (32) has resonance frequencies [24, 25] : 2 .
1 . cos sin
where n is any number, n=1, 2, 3 ... Longitudinal oscillations of column with such frequencies are inacceptable because they are accompanied by large fluctuations in axial effort to the bit and create prerequisites for longitudinal bending and deflection of the well.
However, in the case when a bit feed drive has absolutely soft mechanical characteristics, the second constituent of equation (30), corresponding to the reflected wave of mechanical stresses, at х=l k , is equal to zero. Then APF equation (31) will take the following form where Equation (36) shows that in the case of using at a drilling rig a feed drive with absolutely soft mechanical characteristics, and ρ≈1, a drill string is the link with a sheer delay. In this case, module of vector W DC ( jω) decreases with increasing length of the column, while the argument increases both with increasing length of the column and with growing frequency of forced oscillations.
APC equation (35) also indicates the absence of resonance frequencies and shows monotonous character of oscillation attenuation in a column in the absence of change in the control action -axial effort to the bit.
Matching the parameters of pipes in a drill string to parameters of the link "bit -rock" can be performed by selecting the appropriate types of drill pipes, as well as by using the cushion subs [10] . If the latter's parameters are chosen as (37) where V α is the gain in speed of the translational motion of the end of the drill string through elastic properties of the shock absorber. Its application when drilling hard rocks would make it possible to increase the degree of consistency of ρ and thereby significantly reduce the amplitude of oscillations of the variable component of axial load on the bit.
We shall analyze effect of the degree of consistency ρ and the magnitude of a lag (time of delay) on APF of a drill string (32). For this purpose, we shall construct amplitude-phase characteristics (APC) employing the MatLab software. 
ω=0, 0.002…500
An analysis of APC given in Table 3 revealed that the lag insignificantly affects the shape of the drill string APC. Table 4 gives APC of the drill string for different degrees of consistency ρ at constant delay τ d =2 seconds. Drill string APC ω=0, 0.002…500 We see that APC of the drill string significantly depends on the degree of consistency ρ.
Analysis of dynamic modes of well drilling process as an element of automation system based on the synergetic theory of information
According to the synergetic theory of information [26] , information I A that characterizes the process of drilling a well as dynamic system A, which consists of m(A) elements, is divided into reflected I B and non-reflected I H components.
The reflected component of information I B characterizes structural orderliness of the entire well drilling system and it is called the additive negentropy [25] . The non-reflected component of information I H is the measure of structural chaos and it is called the entropy of reflection. In this case, the following informational relation holds:
Expression (38) shows the inseparable interconnection between combinatorial, probabilistic and synergistic approaches.
We shall note that this informational feature of the process of drilling oil and gas wells makes it possible to employ the so-called R-function as a generalized characteristic of relation between order and chaos [25] The number of elements N will be derived from the Sturges formula N=1+3.321lg(A).
Using the above definitions, formulae for additive negentropy I B and entropy of non-reflection I H using the entropy measure by C. Shannon take the following form [26, 27] : Therefore, using the apparatus of synergetic theory of information allows us based on actual experimental data on drilling a well to analyze dynamic modes of deepening the wells and to determine their dynamic stability. Dynamic stability can be ensured along with the tuning of parameters of drilling mode by introducing the cushion sub to the fractal structure of the column of drill pipes.
Discussion of results of examining amplitude-phase functions of the drill string as an element of automation
The benefit of results obtained in the present study is that they contribute to solving a problem of control over a dynamic process of deepening the wells taking into consideration changes in the algorithmic structure of the control object. This is achieved through the adaptation of control system in real time to the changes in length of the column, in a constant of damping time, wave resistance, and a proportionality coefficient between axial effort and mechanical drilling speed. Since APF, and, therefore, dynamic properties of the drill string, largely depend on the degree of consistency between parameters of the column and parameters of the link "bitrock", we propose to use at drilling installation a feed drive filing with absolutely soft mechanical characteristics.
Applying the apparatus of synergetic theory of information allows us based on actual experimental data on drilling a well under online mode to analyze dynamic properties of the well and to determine their dynamic stability. At a constant magnitude of axial effort on the bit, the column is devoid of resonance frequencies with damping oscillations demonstrating a monotonous character. To match parameters of pipes in the drill string to parameters of the link "bit -rock", it is advisable to introduce a cushion sub to the system of control over the process of drilling. This would increase the degree of consistency of ρ and thereby significantly reduce the amplitude of oscillations in the variable component of axial load on the bit.
The shortcoming is that the energy of drill string oscillations is unattainable to be measures and to be utilized in a control system over drilling a well. Therefore, in order to characterize dynamic properties of the drilling process, it is advisable to apply the property of persistence. This phenomenon can be employed to solve the tasks on the prediction and early detection of deviations of technological process from the norm in real time.
Research results could be applied in the adaptive automated control systems for the process of drilling oil and gas wells using a turbodrill and an electric drill.
Present study is subject to improvement in the future with the aim of creating intelligent system to support decision-making processes to control the process of drilling deep wells.
Conclusions
1. Based on the use of method of mathematical analysis, as well as provisions of the modern theory of control, we determined amplitude-phase function of the drill string by the effort, which it transmits to the well bottom. APF of the drill string for effort is defined by length of the column l k , constant of damping time δ 1 , wave resistance z 10 , proportionality coefficient k n and largely depends on the degree of consistency between parameters of the column and parameters of the link "bit -rock". It was established that amplitude-phase characteristic of the drill string changes with increasing depth of the well.
The problem is solved for drilling a well with immersed engines, when the drill string is not rotating. This makes it possible to resolve an applied task of choosing the structure of amplitude-phase function of the drill string depending on depth of the well and to apply it in the automated control system over the process of drilling a well.
2. In line with the theory of synergetic information we determined R-function as a generalized characteristic for relation between order and chaos. This allows us under online mode based on actual experimental data on drilling the wells to analyze dynamic modes of deepening a well and to determine their dynamic stability. We defined five modes of operation of the drilling process as a complex dynamic system: equilibrium, ordered, sorted-chaotic, randomly-ordered, chaotic. To describe determining of dynamic modes, the logic rules were synthesized. This makes it possible to apply intelligent technologies of control for solving the problem of optimization of the drilling process. Such technologies are based on the energoinformational approach and combine two effective methods of modern theory of control -adaptive and robust.
